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Zitat von JH-W12

Hello quattro.

I am looking forward for further photos of your Iceland trip. Additionally I would like to
ask how you brought your Touareg to Iceland. Did you ship the car in a container or did
you join your cars journey by ferry?

I am very interested about your trip as I plan to visit Iceland ASAP again myself 

Besides in which part of Denmark do you live? Have you ever considered to join one of
our meetings here in Germany?

On the other hand we (some Touareg Friends and I) have some plans to make a tour
through Scandinavia and the help of locals would be highly appreciated.

Kind regards from northern Germany

Jan

Alles anzeigen 

Hi Jan,

I´ll be back soon with more information, and a day by day log of the trip...

As posted I went to Iceland by my self in one car only... And I would love to go back to Iceland
soon with one more car for security, I have some unfinished tracks to drive  I were lucky,
this year the amount of rain has been below normal in Iceland, so we were able to ford al the
rivers on the mountain roads and jeep-traks we drove. Only one time a local recommended us
to take a detour, but I think the person were not aware of the 58 cm. wade capability of the T-
reg 

I brought the T-reg with the Ferry from Hantsholm (DK) to Seydisfjördur (IS) (
http://www.smyrilline.com/Frontpage.aspx). The cost for the car is around 1.000 EURO - 2 way
trip -, I rented a 2 person cabin with a window for some luxury, additional 1.000 EURO. The trip
from DK to IS takes two days, so bring books, maps and a computer to kill time 
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Yes I´m certainly considering joying one of your meetings in the future, and also a maybe trip. I
live in Helsingør (Elsinore) near the ferry to Sweden, and I would by happy to assist in any way
if I can.

For now I´m planing to visit Val D´isere next year, and also Iceland again maybe, on a 2011 trip
I would make a little trekking also I think, and stay more in the centre highland.

Kind Regards
Peter
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